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 Faster removal. Save 50% on the new Malwarebytes Malwarebytes Anti-Malware now renamed to Malwarebytes. It makes antivirus obsolete! Four layers of malware-crushing tech. Smarter detection. Faster removal.Q: Re-writing a string in UTF-8, using streamwriter I'm trying to write a string to a file, but it keeps coming out mangled. I've tried a number of approaches, but so far nothin's worked.
Here's my string to be written: string imageName = GetImageName(fname); The GetImageName function is a method in a class, returns a string. And the code: using (StreamWriter writer = new StreamWriter(imagePath, false, Encoding.UTF8)) { writer.WriteLine(imageName); } No matter what I do, the file comes out mangled. Can anyone point me in the right direction? I'm using VS2010,.NET 4,
Win7, IIS 7.5. Update Based on comments: I don't think the problem is being character encodings, the text is being written to a file just fine. The issue is that when I copy and paste the string, it comes out fine. It's only when the string is written to the file that it mangles. I've verified that both the string and the imageName are exactly the same when copied and pasted. A: I didn't realize StreamWriter

is buffered and that the buffer was full. To solve this issue, I had to clear the buffer each time before writing the text. // clear buffer writer.Flush(); 4" Condor - OAK 100-79 Regular Price: $32.00 Special Price $27.00 You Save: $5.00 Quantity This OAK 4" Condor is custom carved of Indiana Oak (or a very close match) and is 82157476af
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